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OVERVIEW OF MAJOR U.S. RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT AGENCIES AND THEIR PROGRAMS
INTRODUCTION
This report seeks to provide a high-level overview of the Federal government’s R&D agencies
and their principal programs. It also provides an analysis of the role of interagency coordination
in governing the complex array of Federal R&D agencies and departments and in focusing those
R&D resources on important national problems.
The U.S. Federal Government spends approximately $150 billion per year to fund R&D,1 which
is about 21 percent of the total R&D spending in the country. Most of the rest is spent by
business (70 percent), and smaller amounts are spent by higher education (4 percent), state
governments (1 percent), and non-profit organizations such as foundations (4 percent). 2
Federal R&D money goes to many different government departments and independent
agencies. (We use the word “agencies” to include both departments and independent
agencies.) The U.S. does not have a single, large “Department of Science and Technology.”
These agencies have different missions, have different management structures and procedures,
report to different Congressional committees, and have different constituencies. The Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) and the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) in the
Executive Branch provide some coordination of overall federal R&D programs, as do various
committees (House and Senate) in the U.S. Congress, but there is no single U.S. R&D policy; the
“overall policy” is simply the combination of what individual agencies do operating under the
authority of a variety of laws.
In the U.S. political system, the President proposes a budget each year, usually in February, for
the upcoming fiscal year that begins on October 1. Congress, however, makes the final
decisions about funding for all federal programs, including R&D programs, and it is common for

1

2

Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April 2020. P.3.

National Science Foundation. National Patterns of R&D Resources: 2017–18 Data Update. Table 6.
https://ncses.nsf.gov/pubs/nsf20307/#&. Data based on survey’s of R&D performers.
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the Congress to make significant increases or reductions relative to the President’s budget. The
actual money is provided by Congress through appropriations bills, which need to be signed by
the President to become law. The Appropriations Committees of Congress that shape these bills
thus have powerful roles in determining the final amount of funding that each agency receives.
The U.S. Government’s R&D priorities differ significantly from the priorities of most other
governments around the world. The U.S. spends high percentages of its R&D money on defense,
health, and space, and significant amounts on energy, basic science, and agriculture. It spends a
relatively small percentage (compared to other major countries) on R&D directly to help
commercial industries. The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) continues to have the largest
R&D budget of all the Federal agencies.
Agencies vary in their support of basic and applied research and development. Some, such as
the National Science Foundation (NSF) and National Institutes of Health (NIH), primarily support
basic research (although in the case of NIH, its research is all directed towards its health
mission). Others, such as DOD and NASA, support research in support of their mission, but
spend the majority of their “R&D” funds on development.
When new areas of science and technology emerge, such as biotechnology, nano-technology,
artificial intelligence, or cybersecurity, agencies often seek to apply the technology to their
mission, and often establish their own R&D program in that area. Agencies also see emerging
technologies as opportunities to gain greater funding through the President’s budget request
and the Congressional appropriations process. Agencies often develop separate programs in
areas of important technologies, and this creates a need for coordination among the agencies;
consequently, there are cross-agency coordinating programs in many key areas of technology.
Different agencies define common organizational terms, such as the terms “program,” “project,”
“center,” “mission,” and “initiative,” in different ways. In particular, “program” is not uniquely
defined and can indicate an activity funded on an annual basis at the level of, say, $10 billion a
year for the U.S. “space program” down to the level of a few hundred thousand dollars for a
program of research on fatigue of metal alloys at NSF.
Different agencies use different types of funding mechanisms. Basic research agencies usually
use grants, which are financial awards with no expected “deliverables” (outcomes). Agencies
that want new technologies or prototype products or services often use contracts, which
require deliverables and involve relatively high levels of government oversight of the work. R&D
agencies also use cooperative agreements (which are intermediate between grants and
contracts in the degree of influence the funding agency has on the funded activity), prizes and
other mechanisms to support R&D.
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Some federal R&D activities are subject to national security classification, and the levels of
spending, recipients of funds, research activities, and outcomes may be kept secret. Data on
such programs is typically available only to those with appropriate clearances and validated
“need to know.” In some cases, funding for classified programs is “hidden” within the reported
totals for agencies that may themselves not fund classified research or within larger
procurement or support contracts with performers that may not appear to conduct R&D.
For a variety of reasons, it is difficult to get completely consistent R&D funding data. R&D
agencies, in any given year, may spend money appropriated to them in prior years as well as a
portion of the money appropriated to them in the current year. Agencies may not have solid
data on their actual expenditures for a year until sometime after the year has ended. And the
actual spending data as reported by the R&D performing organizations does not exactly track
the funding reported by the funding agencies. The intent of this study is to provide
comparisons of the size of different R&D programs, and for this purpose we have generally used
budget figures for fiscal year 2020 (year ending September 30, 2020) that reflect the funds
provided in the Appropriation laws.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF MAJOR R&D DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES AND THEIR
MAIN ACTIVITIES AND PROGRAMS
OVERVIEW
Seven federal departments and agencies account for more than 95 percent of federal R&D
money: The Departments of Defense, Health and Human Services (largely the National
Institutes of Health), Energy, Commerce, and Agriculture, and the National Science Foundation
and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Many other agencies spend lesser
amounts on R&D, including the Departments of Transportation, Veterans Affairs, Interior, and
Homeland Security, the Environmental Protection Agency, and the CIA (whose R&D budget is
hidden within the Department of Defense’s annual budget).
Table 1. Federal R&D Funding by Agency, Fiscal Year 2020
Agency
Defense (6.1 through 6.6, as described later)
Health & Human Services (mostly NIH)
Energy
NASA

Millions of US dollars
(budget authority)
64,544
40,818
19,219
14,057
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National Science Foundation
Agriculture
Commerce
Others (Transportation, Homeland Security,
Veterans Affairs, Interior, Environmental
Protection Agency and others)
Total

6,752
2,941
1,948
5,694

155,973

Source: Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 4. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341.

Here we provide descriptions of the major R&D programs of the seven largest R&D funding
agencies. This presentation captures, at a high level, the vast majority of U.S. Federal R&D, but
there are still several billion dollars of R&D funding in other programs in other agencies.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
The mission of the Department of Defense (DOD) is to provide “the military forces needed to
deter war and ensure our nation’s security.” The DOD is a large and complex agency and has
many diverse R&D programs. It funds R&D that is performed by academic institutions, a variety
of government- and contractor- operated laboratories, and companies. It supports R&D that
ranges from basic research to the development and testing of military systems.
Most of the R&D is in support of technologies for defense systems. However, because the DOD
is a large enterprise with substantial logistics, medical, education, energy, and other needs, it
can support research across many areas. For example, in regard to health care, the DOD
supports substantial research related to brain injuries, prosthetics, infectious diseases, and
cancer, among others.
DOD uses its own numeric system to categorize its research, development, testing, and
evaluation (RDT&E) budget, ranging from basic research to improvements in operational
systems.3 Those budget activities designated as 6.1 (basic research), 6.2 (applied research),
and 6.3 (advanced technology development) constitute what is called DOD’s “Science and
Technology” (S&T) program and represent the more research-oriented part of the RDT&E
program. Budget activities 6.4 (advanced component development) and 6.5 (systems
development and demonstration) focus on the development of specific weapon systems or

3

For a comparison of these DOD R&D budget categories to Technology Readiness Levels, see

https://www.dau.edu/cop/stm/DAU%20Sponsored%20Documents/FMR-TRL%20map.pdf
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components for which an operational need has been determined and an acquisition program
has been established. Budget activity 6.6 provides management support, including support for
test and evaluation facilities. Budget activity 6.7 supports the development of improvements in
existing operational systems. Some funding for classified R&D programs is also hidden in the
DOD budget under 6.7. Starting with the FY2021 budget, DOD has added a new category, 6.8,
for software and digital technology pilot programs.4 Budget activities 6.1-6.6 constitute DOD’s
“R&D Budget”, whereas the whole range of budget activities 6.1 to 6.7 (and 6.8 starting in FY
2021) are referred to as DOD’s research, development, testing, and evaluation (RDT&E) budget.
Table 2 shows DOD research, development, testing and evaluation (RDT&E) funding by activity.
Table 2. DOD R&D Budget by Activity
DOD RDT&E Budget Activity
FY 2020 Enacted $million
Basic Research (6.1)
2,603
Applied Research (6.2)
6,071
Advanced Technology Development (6.3)
7,387
Total Science & Technology
16,062
Advanced Component Development (6.4)
27,207
System Development and Demonstration (6.5)
16,778
Management Support (6.6)
7,217
Total R&D
67,264
Operational System Development ("6.7")
38,132
Total RDT&E
105,396
Source. Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 18. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341

4

Assignment of any particular R&D activity to one of these numbered categories depends largely on the
“character” of the work, but also sometimes on where the work is likely to be carried out; i.e., a federal lab, a
company, or a university. The location of the work is sometimes a relevant consideration because DOD applies
different requirements to different categories of R&D performers regarding such matters as confidentiality,
intellectual property management, and eligibility of non-US citizens to participate in the research.
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Each military service (the Army, Navy, and Air Force, and starting in FY 2021, the Space Force) 5
has its own R&D system, which includes support for university research, a laboratory system,
and military systems development conducted largely by private contractors, as well as one or
more offices that distribute and manage their R&D funds. There are also several “defensewide” (not part of a military service) agencies within DOD, such as the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the National Security Agency that fund and/or conduct
R&D that is not tied to a particular military service. Table 3 show DOD’s RDT&E and S&T
funding by organization.
Table 3. DOD RDT&E and S&T Funding by Organization
Organization
Army
Navy
Air Force
Defense-wide agencies
Total

FY2020 Enacted, Million USD
12,691
20,450
45,695
26,560
105,396

S&T (6.1-6.3) only
3,365
2,618
3,272
6,806
16,061

Sources: Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 18. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341, and Matt
Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April 2020. P. 10.

DARPA is a particularly important part of the DOD R&D system. It mostly supports 6.1-6.3 R&D
(research and advanced technology development) that focuses on major advances in
technology. DARPA projects have developed new technologies that have led to advances in
both military systems and commercial products. DARPA typically demonstrates a prototype of
an advanced technology, after which the technology is passed on to one of the military services
to be further developed and tested.6
Analysts of the DOD R&D programs note that the vast majority of the DOD R&D spending is in
the 6.4-6.8 categories, which focus on developing and testing of specific military systems and
are perceived to make less contribution to general science and technology. Many analysts put
special emphasis on the 6.1-6.3 S&T budget categories since these funds support the

5

For the FY 2021 budget request, the “Space Force” is separated from the Air Forces as a new service, with an R&D
budget of $10 Billion, mostly transferred from the Air Force.
6

For information on DARPA, see William Boone Bonvillian, Richard Van Atta and Patrick Windham (eds). The
DARPA Model for Transformative Technologies: Perspectives on the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency. January 2020. https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product/1079.
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development of new technologies and the science that underlies them, and have potentially
broader spillovers to other areas of science and technology. While DOD has by far the largest
R&D budget in the U.S. government, the S&T portion of budget ($16 billion in FY 2020) is
significantly smaller than that of the National Institutes of Health. 7
DOD spends nearly half of its basic research (6.1) funds at universities. While DOD is not the
largest federal funder of basic research, it is a substantial source of federal funds for university
R&D in certain fields, such as aerospace, aeronautical, and astronautical engineering (60
percent); electrical, electronic, and communications engineering (58 percent); industrial and
manufacturing engineering (48 percent); mechanical engineering (46 percent); computer and
information sciences (44 percent); metallurgical and materials engineering (39 percent); and
materials science (33 percent).8
DOD R&D agencies, including the Office of Naval Research, the Army Research Office, the Air
Force Office of Scientific Research, and DARPA, generally use a “strong program manager”
model for their funding of university R&D – using technically trained program managers who
fund university research based on its potential to contribute to DOD’s long-term needs. This is
in contrast to the National Institutes of Health and National Science Foundation, which largely
base funding decisions on reviews by external scientists who judge research proposals primarily
on their scientific merit. In the “strong program manager” system, the program manager
typically works with the technical community to solicit proposals that have the potential to
contribute to the mission of the agency. The program manager generally has the proposals
reviewed by other technical experts, using a mix of government and external reviewers, but
these reviews are advisory in nature, and the program manager is not required to base his or
her decision on the reviews.9 At DARPA, program managers have a particularly strong role, and
are responsible for defining, forming, and managing projects that have the potential to make

7

Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April 2020. P.6.
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Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021. Updated December
17, 2020. 17. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341
9

Some links describing the R&D selection process at DOD agencies include for the Navy:
https://www.onr.navy.mil/en/About-ONR/Peer-Review; for the Air Force: https://www.afmc.af.mil/News/ArticleDisplay/Article/155188/afosr-officials-outline-basic-research-funding-process/ and
https://community.apan.org/wg/afosr/b/doing-business-with-afosr/posts/how-academics-can-work-with-afosr;
for the Army: ARO: https://research.ucdenver.edu/docs/librariesprovider148/orde_documents/know-youragency-series-documents/know-your-agency-series---aro-2017.pdf?sfvrsn=80262cb9_2
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major advances.10 Unlike most program managers at other agencies, DARPA program
managers have additional resources, including technical support contractors, to help them
evaluate proposals and manage programs.
DOD awards grants for most university research, but can award cooperative agreements for
projects that involve substantial ongoing interaction with DOD programs or laboratories.
Contracts or “other transactions” (a category of agreements that allows flexibility regarding
intellectual property rights and cost-sharing) are mostly used with companies.
R&D programs at DOD are evaluated in several ways. A common mechanism is the use of
annual “program reviews,” at which the research teams funded by a program make
presentations to each other and other interested parties, and receive feedback. In addition,
many organizations have annual meetings at which the program managers present the
activities, results, and future plans of their programs to their stakeholders. In addition, DOD
often uses National Academies committees to provide high-level reviews of their R&D
programs. 11
The DOD conducts much of its R&D through its large number of laboratories and centers (see
figure 1). These collectively are involved across the spectrum of R&D activity, from basic
research to the development and testing of equipment. They include contractor-operated
Federally funded Research and Development Centers (FFRDCs), DOD-funded centers at
universities, as well as government-owned and operated laboratories and testing facilities.
Many of these organizations also contract directly with companies for technology development
projects.

10

William Boone Bonvillian, Richard Van Atta and Patrick Windham (eds). The DARPA Model for Transformative
Technologies: Perspectives on the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. January 2020.
https://www.openbookpublishers.com/product/1079.
11

For examples, see: https://www.nap.edu/catalog/21804/improving-the-air-force-scientific-discovery-missionleveraging-best-practices and https://www.nationalacademies.org/our-work/panel-on-review-of-extramural-basicresearch-at-the-army-research-laboratory
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Figure 1. Defense Laboratories and Centers

Source: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING ENTERPRISE. Defense
Laboratories and Centers. https://rt.cto.mil/rtl-labs/

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) accounts for 97 percent of the Health and Human
Service (HHS) R&D budget. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and
Drug Administration, and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality are other portions of
the Department that support R&D.12 Additional R&D funding is provided by the Biomedical

12

Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021. Updated
December 17, 2020. P. 20. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341
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Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA), which is administratively part of the
HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response. 13
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
NIH is the primary agency of the federal government charged with performing and supporting
biomedical and behavioral research. It also has major roles in training biomedical researchers
and disseminating health information. The NIH mission is “to seek fundamental knowledge
about the nature and behavior of living systems and the application of that knowledge to
enhance health, lengthen life, and reduce illness and disability.”14
The agency consists of the NIH Office of the Director (OD) and 27 institutes and centers (ICs).
Each IC plans and manages its own research programs in coordination with OD. 15 Most IC’s
are focused on a specific health issue or group of diseases. Most receive specific funding by
Congress, and their budgets are politically supported by advocacy groups focused on the
specific disease or health issue. The office of the NIH Director manages some cross-NIH
programs that involve several ICs. Table 4 show NIH R&D funding by institute/center.
Table 4. FY 2020 NIH Funding by Institute/Center
Institute/Center
Cancer Institute (NCI)
Allergy/Infectious Diseases (NIAID)
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
National Institute on Aging (NIA)
General Medical Sciences (NIGMS)c
Diabetes/Digestive/Kidney (NIDDK)
Neurological Disorders/Stroke (NINDS)
Office of Director (OD)
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH)
Child Health/Human Development (NICHD)

$million
6,440
5,876
3,625
3,546
2,937
2,265
2,447
2,404
2,043
1,557

13

BARDA was established to aid in securing the United States from chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear
(CBRN) threats, as well as from pandemic influenza and emerging infectious diseases. See:
https://www.phe.gov/about/barda/Pages/default.aspx
14

Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021. Updated
December 17, 2020. P. 20. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341
15

Ibid.
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National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
Advancing Translational Sciences (NCATS)
National Eye Institute (NEI)
Arthritis/Musculoskeletal/Skin Diseases (NIAMS)
Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)
Alcohol Abuse/Alcoholism (NIAAA)
Deafness/Communication Disorders (NIDCD)
Dental/Craniofacial Research (NIDCR)
National Library of Medicine (NLM)
Biomedical Imaging/Bioengineering (NIBIB)
Minority Health/Health Disparities (NIMHD)
Nursing Research (NINR)
Complementary/Integrative Health (NCCIH)
Fogarty International Center (FIC)
Buildings and Facilities (B&F)
Total NIH

1,458
884
833
823
625
604
547
491
478
457
405
336
172
152
81
200
41,685

Source: Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April
2020. p.14.

The ICs operate in generally similar ways. More than 80% of NIH’s budget goes to the
extramural research community in the form of grants, contracts, and other awards. This funding
supports research performed by more than 300,000 nonfederal scientists and technical
personnel who work at more than 2,500 universities, hospitals, medical schools, and other
research institutions.16 The ICs primarily fund external research grants to universities and
medical centers to support principal investigators and their research teams. Over half of the
NIH funding is in the form of research grants, generally for basic research and clinical research
projects, primarily to universities and medical centers. Grants provide funds for specific
research, but do not direct the research or have any specific required outcomes or deliverables.
Grants are generally awarded based on their scientific merit as determined by peer review
committees, known as “study sections”, largely made up of external (non-government)
scientists. Proposals seeking funding for research from any of the NIH institutes are reviewed
through the NIH-wide Center for Scientific Review, which manages the “study sections.” There
over 150 standing study sections, organized around areas of science or diseases, as well as

16

Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021. Updated
December 17, 2020. P. 20. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341
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many temporary study sections for special programs. Each study section may have 30
reviewers and will meet a few times each year to review proposals. The study sections rank the
proposal, and the Institutes and Centers generally follow these rankings when selecting
proposals to fund.17
As compared with peer review at NSF, discussed later in this report, the NIH peer reviewers
have nearly complete control over which research proposals and investigators receive awards.
At NSF, peer review is considered advisory to program and agency management, whereas at
NIH peer review largely determines funding priorities.18
NIH largely relies on its peer review process to maintain quality in its regular research
programs. It also conducts more formal evaluations, using special committees or outside
consultants, of many of its special programs (which may focus on a specific disease, patient
population, interdisciplinary area, or other topic).19
NIH also funds centers, which may support facilities or a set of projects, and are often funded
through cooperative agreements rather than grants. Additional funds go to research institutes
and companies through contracts, which unlike grants, have specific requirements and
deliverables. Some funds go to small businesses, through the Small Business Innovation
Research (SBIR) and Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) programs. 20
About 10% of the NIH budget supports intramural research projects conducted by the nearly
6,000 NIH federal scientists, most of whom are located on the NIH campus in Bethesda, MD. All
research ICs operate an intramural research program. Table 5 shows NIH funding by type of
activity.
Table 5. NIH Funding by Type of Activity
NIH Activity
Research Project Grants

17

FY 2020 $ million.
22,731

For information about NIH’s study sections, see: https://public.csr.nih.gov/StudySections

18

U.S. General Accounting Office, “Federal Research: Peer Review Practices at Federal Science Agencies Vary,”
GAO/RCED-99-99, March 1999. See especially pages 52 and 64 for details on peer review practices at NIH and NSF,
respectively. https://www.gao.gov/products/RCED-99-99
19

20

Some examples of such evaluations are available at https://www.niaid.nih.gov/about/evaluation

For information about the SBIR and STTR programs, see
https://technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/TPI_SBIR_Report-revised-Jan2017.13671949.pdf
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SBIR / STTR Grants
Research Centers
Other Research
Research Training
R&D Contracts
Intramural Research
Research Management & Support
Office of the Director
Buildings and Facilities
Superfund Research (NIEHS)
Total NIH Budget*

1,119
2,664
2,663
910
3,349
4,446
2,015
1,477
230
81
41,685

Source: Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April
2020. p. 14

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DOE has three major components engaged in R&D: (1) the Office of Science, which supports
basic research, largely in the physical sciences; (2) energy technology programs, and (3) the
National Nuclear Security Administration, which handles R&D related to nuclear weapons,
nuclear non-proliferation and nuclear reactors for naval ships. DOE carries out many of its
activities through several large “national laboratories” managed for DOE by universities and/or
companies; it also supports some R&D in universities and companies. Table 6 shows the major
DOE R&D programs.
Table 6. Department of Energy R&D and Related Activities
Office/Program

Science
Basic Energy Sciences
High Energy Physics
Biological and Environmental Research
Nuclear Physics
Advanced Scientific Computing Research
Fusion Energy Sciences
Other

FY 2020
funding $
Million
7,000
2,213
1,045
750
713
980
671
628
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Energy
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Fossil Energy
Nuclear Energy
Electricity
Cybersecurity, Energy Security and Emergency
Response R&D
Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E)
National Security
Weapons Activities RDT&E
Naval Reactors
Nuclear Nonproliferation R&D
Defense environmental cleanup tech development
Department of Energy, Total

5,360
2,406
750
1,493
190
95
425
4,765
2,553
1,648
533
30
17,124

Source. Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 30. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341

DOE OFFICE OF SCIENCE
The Office of Science programs largely support fundamental research whose main output is
scientific publications. Its programs are largely conducted in national laboratories and
universities.
The Nuclear Physics and High Energy Physics programs support major accelerator facilities such
as Fermi National Lab, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
and the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, as well as the researchers at universities
that use the facilities. The Fusion Energy Sciences supports science related to nuclear fusion,
and supports major fusion experimental facilities, including US participation in the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER).
The Basic Energy Sciences (BES) program supports fundamental research in materials,
chemistry, geosciences, and biosciences to provide the foundations for new energy
technologies. BES also plans, constructs, and operates major scientific user facilities, such as
light sources and neutron sources, which serve researchers from universities, national
laboratories, and private institutions.
The Biological and Environmental Research (BER) program supports scientific research and user
facilities to understand complex biological and environmental systems related to energy from
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genomic to global scales with relevance to biofuels and bioproducts, carbon storage, biological
clean up, and understanding global change.
The Advanced Scientific Computing Research (ASCR) program develops computational and
networking capabilities, primarily to support other research in the Office of Science.
DOE ENERGY PROGRAMS
DOE’s energy programs are applied R&D programs. Funding goes to a mix of DOE national
laboratories, universities, and industry, and the work covers a broad range from research to
demonstration. The Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy funds R&D related to
renewable energy generation (solar, wind, water, and geothermal), energy-related
transportation technologies, and the energy efficiency of homes, buildings, and industry. It also
supports work related to improving electrical grids and the manufacturing of clean energy
technologies.
The Office of Fossil Energy supports research, development, and demonstration efforts on
advanced power generation, power plant efficiency, water management, as well as carbon
capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS) technologies. It also supports work on powerplant
emission control technologies, as well as technologies for the development of unconventional
oil and gas resources.
The Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) supports early-stage research as well as development and
demonstration work to enhance the long-term viability of existing U.S. reactors, develop
advanced reactors, and support the U.S. fuel cycle and supply chain infrastructure. The R&D
may address technical feasibility, cost, safety, security, or proliferation resistance.
The Office of Electricity (OE) conducts R&D to develop new technologies related to the security,
resilience, and reliability of the electric system while the Office of Cybersecurity, Energy
Security, and Emergency Response (CESER) conducts R&D related to threats to energy
infrastructure security.
The Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy (ARPA-E) funds technologies that have the
potential to change the ways to generate, store, and use energy. The establishment of ARPA-E
in 2007 was in part a recognition that existing parts of the DOE were not doing an adequate job
of developing breakthrough technologies: the Office of Science programs were largely focused
on basic research, and the DOE energy programs tended to support advances in existing
technologies rather than the development of new approaches. ARPA-E was formed based on
the model of DARPA, described earlier, to focus on more radical innovations. It focuses on
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early-stage energy technologies that can be meaningfully advanced with modest funding over a
defined period of time.21
NATIONAL NUCLEAR SECURITY AGENCY
DOE’s National Security programs are run under the National Nuclear Security Agency (NNSA), a
semi-autonomous agency within DOE responsible for the military application of nuclear science
and technology. The largest part of NNSA’s R&D focuses on maintaining the safety, security,
and effectiveness of U.S. nuclear weapons in the absence of nuclear testing. NNSA also
develops technologies related to monitoring and verifying nuclear treaties, supporting nonproliferation and anti-terrorisms efforts, as well as technologies needed to respond to nuclear
and radiological emergencies. NNSA also supports R&D related to nuclear propulsion systems
for the U.S. Navy.
NNSA R&D programs generally have high secrecy/security requirements and are conducted
primarily at the DOE National Laboratories, especially at the three national laboratories
managed by the NNSA (Los Alamos, Lawrence Livermore, and Sandia national laboratories).
These laboratories have very strong capabilities in areas such as materials, physics,
computation, and engineering.
MANAGEMENT OF DOE EXTERNAL R&D
The DOE science and energy programs fund a substantial amount of extramural R&D. By
contrast, most NNSA R&D funding is conducted through the national laboratories. The DOE
science and energy programs generally use program management mechanisms similar to those
used by DOD research agencies. Program managers play a central role in shaping their
programs and encouraging the technical community to write proposals. Proposals are
evaluated by reviewers, who may be either inside or outside of DOE and the Federal
government. Reviews provide advice to the selecting official but are not binding. DOE may
consider additional factors not evaluated in the reviews, such as program needs or cost, in
making decisions. 22

21

U.S. Department of Energy. “Advanced Research Projects Agency-energy Annual report for FY2018.”
https://arpa-e.energy.gov/sites/default/files/ARPA-E%20FY%2018%20Annual%20Report_Final%20PDF.pdf
22

For a description of merit review procedures in the DOE Office of Science, see:
https://science.osti.gov/grants/Policy-and-Guidance/Merit-Review-System
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ARPA-E’s management processes are explicitly modeled after those of DARPA, with the
program manager having the responsibility to define, develop and manage 3 to 5 year projects
that are focused on making major technological advances.
The DOE science programs, which fund substantial university research, use both grants and
cooperative agreements, whereas the Energy Programs, which often fund companies and have
cost-sharing requirements, rely more on cooperative agreements.
DOE R&D programs are evaluated regularly, primarily using advisory committees and peer
review panels. The DOE Office of Science has a standing advisory committee for each of its
major programs that periodically reviews the program and provides advice on future plans. The
DOE energy programs use periodic peer review evaluations of programs and also sometimes
conduct retrospective impact studies. 23

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
Although NASA is best known as America’s civilian space research, exploration and operations
agency, it has a much deeper history as the premier research organization serving the needs of
the aeronautical (aircraft and related operations) industries.
NASA was established in 1958 following the successful Soviet launch of the world’s first artificial
satellite, Sputnik, in October 1957. NASA incorporated the long-standing aeronautics research
conducted under the auspices of NACA, the National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics, along
with America’s early space research activities being conducted by the military, most
prominently work on large space-going rockets being conducted by the U.S. Army at the
Redstone Arsenal, as well as other activities in the Air Force and Navy. Each of the pre-existing
initiatives were based at different government laboratories, and as a result NASA was “born” as
a collection of disparate aircraft and space laboratories. New laboratories were added to
support the manned space-flight efforts of the Apollo program of the 1960s to send men to the
Moon and back. The laboratories are often called by the generic name, “Center,” as in, for
example, the Johnson Spaceflight Center in Houston, TX. NASA is an independent agency, not

23

For a general description of evaluation in DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, see:
https://www.energy.gov/eere/analysis/eere-program-evaluation. For examples of peer review evaluations, see
evaluations: https://www.energy.gov/eere/analysis/program-evaluation-eere-completed-evaluations
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connected with any major government cabinet department. Its leader, the NASA
Administrator, is appointed by and reports directly to the President.
NASA’s success in launching artificial satellites soon found ready applications in
communications satellites, earth observing satellites and various satellites devoted to scientific
research on the oceans, atmosphere, and outer space, including unmanned missions to the
planets and beyond. The Apollo program laid the groundwork for additional manned space
flight initiatives including the International Space Station and the Space Shuttle, and,
eventually, expected manned missions to other planets, most prominently, Mars.
Today, NASA is a large supporter and performer of research, development and applications in
diverse areas including aeronautics, space sciences, Earth-based applications, and a wide array
of supporting technologies such as communications, advanced materials, digital data
interpretation, space weather, and so on. Table 7 show the budget for R&D in major NASA
programs. There can be ambiguity and differences in interpretation regarding whether funds
for the testing and operation of spacecraft are considered R&D funding.
Table 7. NASA R&D Programs
Program
FY2020 Budget, millions of dollars
Science
7,139
Earth Science
1,972
Planetary Science
2,713
Astrophysics
1,306
James Webb Space Telescope
423
Heliophysics
725
Aeronautics
784
Space Tech./Exploration Tech.
1,100
Deep Space Exploration Systems
6,018
Exploration Systems Development
4,583
Exploration R&D
1,435
Low Earth Orbit and Spaceflight Operations
1,575
Total R&D
16,616*
Source. Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 34. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341.
* Note that the R&D budget here does not exactly match that of table 1, which reflects differences in
allocating budgets to R&D versus space mission operations.
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NASA works closely with counterpart institutions in other countries to design and operate space
science missions, applications, environmental monitoring, and many other topics. The
International Space Station is one of the world’s premier examples of major countries working
together to conduct research and operations literally on the “edge of the world.”
NASA is both an R&D and an operational agency. NASA organizes its work around a large
number of defined “missions,” many of which are structured as programs built around a
specific instrument or space vehicle. Others are structured as problem-solving activities that
address a specific societal need, such as measuring the states of various aspects of the Earth or
near-Earth environment. NASA’s list of current missions has well in excess of one hundred
entries.24 Each of the missions might be thought of as a program. Mission budgets may range
from a few tens of millions of dollars, to tens or even hundreds of billions of dollars as in the
cases of Project Apollo, the Space Shuttle, or the Space Station.
Many of NASA’s missions, regardless of whether they are focused on the Earth, the Solar
System or beyond generate specialized kinds of data that are used by both scientific
researchers and technology developers. Individual missions may incorporate programs to
support the use of the data NASA’s activities generate. The missions themselves may be
planned and operated by one or more of NASA’s laboratories under the general guidance of the
agency and may be conducted in whole or in part by universities, companies, or other NASA
laboratories. As a result of this structure, there are numerous parallel pathways through which
researchers in various organizations can seek funding opportunities at NASA.
NASA has external R&D programs associated with each of its missions, and these are generally
open to all kinds of companies, universities, and other research organizations. They may use
grants, cooperative agreements, or contracts, depending on the type of work. For NASA
science programs, most awards are grants or cooperative agreements rather than contracts.
NASA external programs use methods similar to those of DOD or DOE. Program officers screen
proposals to make sure they fit NASA needs, and then arrange for a peer review of the
proposals. Reviewers can be government or non-governmental employees. Proposals are
evaluated based on the intrinsic merit of the proposal, the relevance to the objectives of the
specific program, and cost. The program officer recommends which proposals to fund based on
the peer review results, but may also consider other factors, such as program balance.

24

See “All Missions A-Z” at https://www.nasa.gov/missions
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Examples of these funding opportunities include the “Research Opportunities in Space and
Earth Science (ROSES)” and the “Research Opportunities in Aeronautics”(ROA). 25

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
HISTORY AND GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES
The National Science Foundation (NSF) was established by Act of Congress in 1950 to support
scientific research and education. NSF has become the main supporter of basic research in the
United States in a wide range of scientific and engineering fields, with the exception of the
medical and health-related sciences that are supported primarily by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH). In 1968, engineering and the applied sciences were added to the NSF portfolio by
an amendment to the original NSF Act. Generally, NSF has continued to focus on funding basic
research carried out in academia, even in engineering and other applied fields. NSF also
supports basic research in the social sciences.
NSF has also had key roles in supporting education in science, engineering, and mathematics at
essentially all levels. It is a major provider of financial assistance to graduate students in STEM
fields, of post-doctoral fellows, and of science education programs at all levels from early
childhood to graduate programs. NSF shares responsibility for supporting STEM education with
the U.S. Department of Education and other agencies.
NSF was an early proponent in the U.S. of government-funded programs to support industryuniversity research collaborations, beginning in the early to mid-1970s. This kind of program
was highlighted and made a core part of NSF’s funding strategy with the establishment in 1985
of the well-known Engineering Research Centers (ERC) program. Many other programs of this
type have since been established at NSF, and the ERC program continues to prosper there.
NSF is the Federal agency responsible for collecting, maintaining, analyzing, and distributing
statistical information on national activities in STEM research and education as well as on R&D

25

The ROSES 21 solicitation is available at:
https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument/cmdocumentid=808558/solicitationId=%7B7E892
B3A-4F62-AEB4-6A08-9DCA1977F31A%7D/viewSolicitationDocument=1/FULL%20ROSES-2021_amend%201.pdf.
The ROA solicitation for is available at
https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument/cmdocumentid=773241/solicitationId=%7BB58A1
4BF-8B14-7B39-A837-3A6585DEC4D9%7D/viewSolicitationDocument=1/3.%20ROA2019%20SWS%20Amendment%206-1.pdf
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activities in the private sector, other non-profit organizations, state and local governments, and
the Federal government itself. The National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics is a
part of NSF. NCSES collects information on levels of spending and investment, numbers of
graduates in STEM fields, and other information that is useful in assessing the status of research
and education in the United States as a whole as well as in comparison with other countries.
GOVERNANCE
NSF is an “independent agency” of the United States Federal Government. It is “independent”
in the sense that it is not a part of any Cabinet department, even though its director reports
directly to the President of the United States. In nearly all other respects, independent
agencies operate just as if they were parts of departments. This is not a unique arrangement;
for example, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as well as the Environmental
Protection Agency are also independent agencies.26
NSF is unique among major Federal government agencies in that its governance is shared
between a Presidentially-appointed Director, who is a Federal government employee, and a 16member National Science Board whose members are eminent citizens who are generally wellversed in science and technical matters. The Board members, who are also appointed by the
President, subject to confirmation by the U.S. Senate, are not regular government employees.
This shared responsibility accommodates the desire of the scientific community for an agency
free of political control, as well as the need for any government agency to be accountable to
the President and Congress.
In the original NSF Act, the National Science Board was intended to have policy oversight over
all Federal scientific and technical activities. However, the Board did not implement this role,
which has since become the responsibility of the Office of Science and Technology Policy in the
White House.

26

Independent agencies in the United States are regular elements of the Federal government, unlike the
“independent administrative agencies” of Japan which are closely associated with, but separate from, the
Government of Japan.
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NSF RESEARCH SUPPORT STRATEGY
Generally, NSF supports research via programs that are organized around academic disciplines
or clusters of disciplines as well as via programs that are deliberately designed to be
interdisciplinary in nature.
Most of NSF’s funding has gone to “individual investigator grants.” These grants are typically
awarded to support the research of one professor and one or two graduate student assistants
for one to three years. By their nature, such grants are usually for work in the professor’s
discipline.
For a number of years, NSF has increasingly focused its funding on multi-disciplinary, multiinvestigator and even multi-institutional grants. Many such grants are for the establishment or
operation of “centers” that may be located at a single university or may engage researchers at
several universities. These grants are usually considerably larger than individual investigator
grants and often have longer durations, sometimes for ten years or more. These large grants
often require that researchers and their home institutions raise additional funding from other
government agencies or from the private sector in order to qualify for the NSF funding.
Regardless of the type of funding, NSF depends very heavily on its competitive peer-reviewed
system for deciding on which grant applications should be funded. NSF staff members are
responsible for selecting and recruiting reviewers who are experts in the fields of proposed
study. The reviewers in turn advise NSF as to the quality of the proposals and proposing
investigator(s), and the NSF staff and administration decide ultimately on who and what
receives funding. A large proportion of NSF staff members are “rotators” who come from a
university or research institute, spend 1 to 4 years at NSF as a program manager, and then
return to their prior research position. The use of active researchers in NSF’s management
helps to keep NSF knowledgeable about current research. NSF program managers are generally
“stronger” (with respect to their ability to deviate from peer review rankings in making funding
awards) than NIH program officers, but “weaker” than DOD, DOE, or NASA program managers.
NSF’s major research program areas are best described from the agency’s own very wellorganized web site. The list below shows its major research program areas and includes hot
links to the detailed descriptions for each of them. Note that, as outlined above, they include
both single-discipline topics and areas that are multidisciplinary in character.
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Table 8. NSF’s Directorates, Divisions, and FY 2019 Funding
Directorate (2019 funding in
$millions)
Biological Sciences (BIO)
(784)

Computer and Information
Science and Engineering
(CISE) (985)

Education and Human
Resources (EHR) (935)

Engineering (ENG) (991)

Geosciences (GEO) (1459)

Integrative Activities (OIA)
(547)
International Science and
Engineering (OISE) (49)

Division/Office (2019 funding in $millions)
Biological Infrastructure (DBI) (181)
Environmental Biology (DEB) (154)
Emerging Frontiers (EF) (110)
Integrative Organismal Systems (IOS) (194)
Molecular and Cellular Biosciences (MCB) (145)
Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) (222)
Computing and Communication Foundations (CCF) (194)
Computer and Network Systems (CNS) (229)
Information and Intelligent Systems (IIS) (208)
Information Technology Research (ITR) (132)
Graduate Education (DGE) (253)
Research on Learning in Formal and Informal Settings (DRL)
(228)
Undergraduate Education (DUE) (265)
Human Resource Development (HRD) (188)
Chemical, Bioengineering, Environmental and Transport
Systems (CBET) (190)
Civil, Mechanical and Manufacturing Innovation (CMMI)
(238)
Electrical, Communications and Cyber Systems (ECCS) (118)
Engineering Education and Centers (EEC) (103)
Emerging Frontiers and Multidisciplinary Activities (EFMA)
(73)
Industrial Innovation and Partnerships (IIP) (269)
Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences (AGS) (303)
Earth Sciences (EAR) (182)
Ocean Sciences (OCE) (371)
Office of Polar Programs (OPP) (489)
Integrative & Collaborative Education & Research (114)
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Mathematical and Physical
Sciences (MPS) (1491)

Astronomical Sciences (AST) (287)
Chemistry (CHE) (247)
Materials Research (DMR) (303)
Mathematical Sciences (DMS) (237)
Physics (PHY) (285)
Office of Multidisciplinary Activities (OMA) (131)

Social, Behavioral and
Economic Sciences (SBE)
(271)

Behavioral and Cognitive Sciences (BCS) (94)
National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics
(NCSES) (54)
Social and Economic Sciences (SES) (96)
SBE Office of Multidisciplinary Activities (SMA) (26)

Other (638)

Includes agency operations, research facilities and
instrumentation, and other programs

Total (8150)
Source: The list of NSF programs comes from https://nsf.gov/about/research_areas.jsp. Budget figures
come from Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021.
April 2020. p. 25

Each of the NSF divisions and offices (right column of table 8), which typically have funding in
the range of 100 to 300 million dollars per year, manages multiple individual programs, more
typically funded in the range of few million to a few tens of millions of dollars each year.
Details on these can be found by visiting the website of each division/office. In addition, each
office participates in a number of cross-cutting and NSF-wide funding opportunities.
NSF divisions and offices are reviewed periodically (typically every three years) by advisory
committees known as “Committees of Visitors.”27 These committees, generally made up of
distinguished academic researchers, review the work of each division/office and comment on
the quality of the processes, management, and priorities of the division/office. NSF will also
use external consultants to evaluate various special programs (i.e., programs other than the
normal grants programs organized around technical disciplines). For example, NSF has funded
evaluations of its Engineering Research Centers programs, its Major Research Instrumentation
program, and many of its education programs.

27

NSF Committee of Visitor reports are available at https://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/activities/cov/covs.jsp
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
The Department of Agriculture has a long and distinguished history of supporting research
related to the technologies of growing, harvesting, processing, and distributing food and
foodstuffs.28 It also pioneered the development of the concept of technology transfer under
the rubric of “agricultural extension,” in which the results of agricultural research were
“extended to” (made available in useful form to) farmers “in the field.” Agricultural extension
program staff members, known as “agricultural agents,” also helped disseminate best practices
among farmers, many of whom shared common challenges in growing the same or similar
foodstuffs under similar circumstances.
The USDA also set up some of the earliest and most significant Federal laboratories in which
Federal researchers and/or those from academia supported by government grants could do
research within the Department’s mission. In a large and geographically diverse nation like the
United States, the conditions, opportunities and needs of agriculture vary widely among
regions, which led to the practice of establishing USDA laboratories all around the country.
The Morrill Act of 1862 provided for the financing of institutions of higher education focused on
“agriculture and the mechanical arts” through the dedication of grants of land to the states to
help support such institutions. The resulting “land grant colleges and universities” became
closely identified with the USDA insofar as their programs addressed the “agricultural” portions
of the land grant missions. Over time, the USDA adopted the practice of providing annual
grants to each of the agricultural divisions of the land grant universities to support research,
education, and extension. USDA depended heavily on this mechanism for disseminating
research funds and was a late adopter among Federal agencies of the practice of awarding
(some of) grant funds via competitive award mechanisms such as peer review. As a result, the
research programs of the USDA are a mixture of formula-based grants to land-grant and related
institutions along with project-based, competitive grants to investigators in a broader array of
performing institutions, including universities and non-profit research institutions.
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT FOR RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND EXTENSION
The National Institute of Food and Agriculture (NIFA) within USDA supports research,
education, and extension through grants to institutions and partnerships with a variety of
organizations.29 Even within the broad area of institutional support, NIFA provides funding via

28
29

https://www.usda.gov/topics/research-and-science
https://www.nifa.usda.gov/resource/nifa-fact-sheet
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both competitive grants and formula-based awards to institutions. NIFA supports research on
traditional agricultural topics, such as plant genomics and productivity improvement, as well as
on many contemporary topics such as urban agriculture, indoor agriculture and data sciences
for agricultural applications. The NIFA budget was approximately $1.5 billion in FY2020. Of
this, approximately $960 million was for research and education and $530 million was for
extension services. 30
For its competitive grants programs, NIFA relies heavily on peer review panels for selecting
proposals.31 The program officers screen proposals for their match to the program and
assemble a peer review panel to review the proposals. They generally fund the proposals in
the order of the ranking by the peer panel, but also have some ability to fund lower ranking
proposals to support disadvantaged institutions. NIFA generally makes awards as grants.
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE (ARS)
USDA owns and operates a relatively large number of Federal laboratories located across the
United States. ARS is the institutional manager for these laboratories, which perform a wide
variety of specific projects to solve problems and take advantage of opportunities facing
agricultural enterprises. The ARS budget is about $1.6 billion annually,
Two other key elements of the USDA research enterprise are the Economic Research Service,
which does economic analyses of agricultural product markets and the National Agricultural
Statistics Service, which compiles detailed statistics on the production of food and other
agricultural products for the entire country.
RESEARCH PROGRAM EVALUATION AT THE USDA
Owing to the diverse types of research programs operated by USDA, it is difficult to generalize
about how programs are evaluated. For example, research programs in support of specific
crops or agricultural industries depend heavily on feedback and communication with
stakeholder groups to determine whether the portfolio of funded research projects meets the
needs of those groups. For more fundamental research programs, expert panels are convened
periodically to review progress and activities of the programs.

30

Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021. Updated
December 17, 2020. P. 45. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341.
31

For a description of NIFA’s peer review process, see: https://nifa.usda.gov/sites/default/files/resource/NIFAPeer-Review-Process-for-Competitive-Grant-Applications_0.pdf
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Recently, USDA has taken an initiative that seeks to strengthen the strategic focus of research
at USDA on areas of critical national need. This initiative is described in a December 2019
report.32 Research program planning and evaluation are to be entrusted largely to formalized
consultative processes involving researchers, scientific societies, university partners, industry,
agricultural commodity groups, and Federal interagency panels. 33
USDA draws heavily on the National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM)
for assistance in planning and evaluating its research programs. Most of this assistance is
focused on the substantive opportunities and challenges in various subfields of agricultural
research. Occasionally, however, NASEM offers assistance in evaluating USDA R&D programs,
as illustrated by a report in 2014 that evaluated the programs of the Agriculture and Food
Research Initiative.34

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Department describes its mission as “to create the conditions for economic growth and
opportunity.” It describes its role as promoting “job creation and economic growth by ensuring
fair and reciprocal trade, providing the data necessary to support commerce and constitutional
democracy, and fostering innovation by setting standards and conducting foundational
research and development.”35
The Department of Commerce includes a number of “bureaus” whose activities include the
conduct and support of research and development and/or the provision of information and
other resources in support of technological development and applications. These include the
following:

32

“USDA SCIENCE BLUEPRINT: A ROADMAP FOR USDA SCIENCE FROM 2020 TO 2025,
https://www.usda.gov/sites/default/files/documents/usda-science-blueprint.pdf
33

Op. cit. p. 33.

34

Spurring Innovation in Food and Agriculture, A Review of the USDA Agriculture and Food Research Initiative
Program (2014). https://www.nap.edu/catalog/18652/spurring-innovation-in-food-and-agriculture-a-review-ofthe (the preceding is the complete URL)
35

https://www.commerce.gov/about
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration



The National Institute of Standards and Technology



The Patent and Trademark Office



The National Technical Information Service



The National Telecommunications and Information Administration

For completeness, we note that the Department of Commerce is also the home of several large
and important elements of the Federal Government that influence commercial and industrial
activities including international trade. These include the following:


Bureau of Economic Analysis



Bureau of the Census



International Trade Administration



Bureau of Industry and Security



Economic Development Administration



Minority Business Development Agency

The following sections discuss the various element of the Department that have significant
responsibilities for R&D and technology development and implementation.

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)
NOAA is the Federal agency responsible for a wide range of activities related to the oceans and
atmosphere, including weather and climate modeling and forecasting, oceans resources
management, satellite operations for earth-based measurements and many other activities.
NOAA conducts and funds research and development through its NOAA Research Network of
programs, laboratories, and field stations. It has programs in weather and air quality, climate,
and ocean and coastal resources.36 The specific programs within the NOAA portfolio are

36

https://research.noaa.gov/Labs-Programs
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described on its web site.37 NOAA is heavily committed to research on key matters such as
climate change, oceans exploitation and environmental pollution, and weather modeling.
Because Earth’s oceans and atmosphere know no national or political boundaries, NOAA is
deeply engaged in international R&D in all of its dimensions. NOAA’s R&D budget is shown in
table 9. The Office of Ocean and Atmosphere Research (OAR) accounts for the majority of
NOAA R&D and conducts research in three major areas: (1) weather and air chemistry; (2)
climate; and (3) oceans, coasts, and the Great Lakes. Much OAR R&D is conducted at NOAA’s
internal laboratories, but OAR funds some external research programs. These programs
typically require letters of intent or preproposals that let program officers encourage or
discourage applicants from submitting full proposal. Full proposals typically go through peer
review (either through a panel or by mail, depending on the program), which judge the
relevance, technical merit, quality of personnel, cost, and other factors. Program officers
generally fund the proposals that score highest, but can make exceptions for specific reasons,
such as geographical distribution. OAR laboratories and research programs are evaluated by
review committees every 5 years. 38
Table 9 NOAA R&D Budget
NOAA Serivce/Office
National Ocean Service
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Weather Service
National Environmental Satellite, Data and
Information Service
Office of Marine and Aviation Operations
Office of Oceanic and Atmospheric Research
Mission Support
Total NOAA R&D

FY2020 R&D
budget in $ million
105
69
20
28
175
553
22
972

Source: Congressional Research Service. Federal Research and Development (R&D) Funding: FY2021.
Updated December 17, 2020. P. 53. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R46341.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY (NIST)

37
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https://research.noaa.gov/Labs-Programs/oar-programs

For information about NOAA’s laboratory and program reviews, see: https://research.noaa.gov/LabsPrograms/Lab-and-Programs-Reviews
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NIST has its roots in the old National Bureau of Standards, which was established in 1905 but
which had responsibilities that date back to the founding of the United States. Its principal
mission is to provide the scientific and technical understanding necessary to develop and agree
upon measurement methods and technical standards affecting nearly every aspect of
commerce, technology, and science itself. Because the science underlying measurements and
standards involves highly exacting methods and techniques, NIST does some of the most
sophisticated, demanding, and precise research done anywhere in the world. NIST does much
of its research work in its own laboratories, but also works closely with both academia and
industry as it does so. NIST scientists and programs work closely with counterparts in other
countries of the world, ranging from the most advanced to those only beginning to engage in
significant international commerce. NIST is well known for hosting an unusually large number
of visiting researchers from both domestic institutions and companies and from around the
world.
NIST also houses a number of more applied and specialized research programs, especially in
areas of interest to federal policy makers, such as fire safety, civil construction, and information
security.
In addition to programs conducted primarily in its own laboratories, NIST also has some
external programs to support industry (see Industrial Technology Services in table 10 below).
NIST currently supports (along with DOD, DOE and other agencies) Manufacturing USA, a set of
public-private institutes focused on manufacturing technology. NIST is also the home agency of
the Manufacturing Extension Partnership program, which provides matching funds to local and
regional consortia and non-profit organizations intended to assist small and medium sized
manufacturing firms in adopting and using new and improved technology. And, it conducts and
supports strategic studies and analyses of the relationship of technology to the economy.

Table 10. NIST Budget
NIST Lab/Program
Scientific and Technical Research and Services
Physical Measurement Lab
Material Measurement Lab
Engineering Lab
Information Technology Lab
NIST Center for Neutron Research
Innovation in Measurement Science
Industrial Technology Services

FY 2020 Budget, $ million
754
173
127
97
126
47
21
162
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Manufacturing USA/National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation
Manufacturing Extension Partnership
Construction of Research Facilities
NIST Total

16
146
118
1034

Source: Matt Hourihan, AAAS Guide to the President’s Budget: Research & Development FY 2021. April
2020. p. 33

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE (PTO)
Like every industrial country, the United States has a long history of awarding patents to
inventors and copyrights to authors to encourage invention and marketing of useful
technologies and products. The PTO in the Department of Commerce is the implementing
agency for the US systems of Patents and Trademarks.39
PTO does only incidental research itself and that is largely devoted to study and analysis of its
own operations and of their impact on commerce. PTO maintains no laboratories and does no
scientific work of its own. Nonetheless, it is one of the key elements of the U.S. National
Innovation System.
NATIONAL TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE (NTIS)
In the pre-Internet era, NTIS served a critical national function of archiving and making available
to the public hard copy reports on R&D conducted by or paid for by the Federal Government.
“R&D” is interpreted broadly to include related information about technologies, business, and
industry. NTIS neither funds nor performs R&D itself, but exists solely as a service to the
Federal agencies and to the general public. NTIS continues its work today but has shifted to the
digital world for managing and archiving its information products.40
NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION ADMINISTRATION
(NTIA)
NTIA is the Executive Branch agency that is principally responsible for advising the President on
telecommunications and information policy issues. NTIA’s programs and policymaking focus

39

For historical reasons, the American copyright system is administered not by NIST but by the Registrar of
Copyrights and the Copyright Office in the Library of Congress, one of the few operating agencies that are
administered by the legislative, not the executive, branch of the U.S. Government.
40

See the NTIS web site for elaborations of these points. https://www.ntis.gov/archive-mission.html
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largely on expanding broadband Internet access and adoption in America, expanding the use of
spectrum by all users, and ensuring that the Internet remains an engine for continued
innovation and economic growth.41
NTIA’s Institute for Telecommunications Sciences is a Federal laboratory responsible for
conducting a wide array of applied and systems research related to advanced
telecommunications and information infrastructure, as well as more fundamental research in
key areas of emerging ITC technologies and problems. It works closely with stakeholder
companies in related industries but also supports regulatory needs and cybersecurity
challenges.42
NTIA does not generally support R&D done by others. It does, however, offer a number of
financial grant programs to assist underserved regions to invest in modern forms of
telecommunications infrastructure such as rural broadband services. In this regard, NTIA
indirectly supports both new and established companies in underserved areas to make critical
and essential linkages to the World Wide Web and other high-performance information and
computing services.

SUMMARY: COMPARISON OF R&D FUNDING PROGRAMS
U.S. R&D agencies have similarities as well as differences in how they manage their external
funding programs. Table 11 provides a summary of some aspects of the management of these
programs, covering the funding mechanisms typically used, the selection process of projects,
the role of program officers and program managers, and evaluation methods. The table only
covers the agencies’ external programs, not the internal R&D programs that use government
and contractor operated laboratories; these are funded and evaluated in different ways.

The table is greatly simplified. Many of these agencies and programs are very large and contain
a great diversity of subprograms. We have focused on mechanisms to make standard (typically
small to medium sized) R&D awards. Agencies generally use different mechanisms and

41

See “Our Mission” at ntia.gov

42

https://www.its.bldrdoc.gov/programs/its-research-programs.aspx
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processes for funding large centers, small seed grants, Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) proposals, participation in international programs, or other special kinds of awards.

While we have tried to indicate how proposal are selected in practice, it should be noted that in
all cases a Federal official, rather an external peer review panel, actually makes the funding
decision. In cases where we have indicated that program managers make the decision, it is
often their supervisors that have final decision-making authority, and the actual awards are
made by a grants or contract official, rather than a program official.
Table 11. Comparison of R&D Funding programs.
Program
DOD
Science:
ONR
AFOSR
ARO
DARPA

Funding
Mechanism
Grants,
cooperative
agreements,
contracts, or
other
transactions
Grants,
cooperative
agreements,
contracts, and
other
transactions

NIH

Mostly grants.
Some
cooperative
agreements and
contracts for

DOE Science

Grants and
cooperative
agreements

DOE Energy

Cooperative
agreements,
technology

Review/Selection
Process
Program
manager/selection
official with
consideration of
peer reviews.

Role of PO/PMs

PM screens
proposals,
recommends
funding,
considering merit
reviews
Program manager,
PM, designs
using reviews at
projects, interacts
his/her discretion
with R&D
community, selects
awardees, reviews
progress. PMs
assisted by
technical support
contractors.
Peer review through Prepares program
study sections based announcements.
on science, potential Can advocate for
impact
proposals that did
not fare well in
peer review.
Program manager
Prepares program
recommends
announcements,
selection with
communicates with
consideration of
community,
peer reviews.
manages reviews,
selects awardees
Program
Prepares program
manager/selection
announcements,
official with
communicates with

Evaluation methods
Merit (peer) review of
ongoing programs.
Annual program
reviews. Advisory
committees at
program level.
Annual program
reviews. Feedback
from DOD customers.

Relies on peer review
in selection process
to maintain quality.
Evaluations
conducted on special
programs
Program reviews by
advisory committees

Advisory committee
reviews of programs;
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investment
agreements,
Contracts.
Grants,
cooperative
agreements,
contracts, other
transactions

consideration of
peer reviews.

NASA
external
science
programs

Grants and
cooperative
agreements

Program
manager/selection
official with
consideration of
peer reviews.

NSF

Grants, some
cooperative
agreements

Peer review results
generally followed
by PM

Department
of
Agriculture
(NIFA)

Mostly grants

Selection based
largely on peer
review of proposals

Department
of
Commerce
(NOAA OAR)

Grants and
cooperative
agreements

Selection based
largely on peer
review of proposals

ARPA-E

Program manager,
using reviews at
his/her discretion

community,
manages reviews,
selects awardees
PM, designs
projects, interacts
with R&D
community, selects
awardees, reviews
progress
Prepares program
announcements,
communicates with
community,
manages reviews,
selects awardees
Prepare program
announcement,
manages peer
review. Some
ability to make
awards outside of
peer review
rankings selections
POs screen
proposals, manage
reviews, have some
ability to select
proposals on basis
other than peer
review ranking
POs screen
proposals, manage
reviews, have some
ability to select
proposals on basis
other than peer
review ranking

some retrospective
impact analyses.
National Academies
assessment of ARPA-E

National Academy
review

Generally no
evaluation of
research grants.
Evaluations
conducted on special
programs. Committee
of Visitors sections
review each NSF
Division typically
every 3 years.
Stakeholder and
researcher
consultations,
National Academies
Studies
Reviews of research
programs and
laboratories by
review panels.

The following are some observations across the Federal R&D programs. First, virtually all use
some form of peer review in selecting proposals to fund. In some cases, peer review is at the
discretion of the program manager, but in most cases, it is a standard part of the selection
process.
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Second, programs vary in the authority and responsibilities given to the program
manager/program officer. DARPA and ARPA-E program managers have substantial ability to
shape programs and select the R&D performers to accomplish the goals of the program. NIH
program officers have very little ability to select proposals for funding – they generally fund
programs based on the rankings of the peer review panels, with few exceptions. Program
managers/program officers in most other programs fall in between these extremes. Most have
an ability to shape their programs and the review process, and have varying abilities to fund at
least some R&D projects that were not the highest-rated by peer reviewers. In general, peer
reviewers are good at providing purely technical reviews, but program officers generally have
better insight into which proposals are most relevant to the needs of their agency.
Consequently, mission agencies are more likely to empower their program managers with
greater decision-making authority than are basic research agencies.

Finally, most agencies use advisory committees/review committees as their main mechanism
for program evaluation. Agencies, such as NSF and NIH, that provide grants for basic research
and rely on peer review of proposals, typically do little formal evaluation of the ordinary
research projects that they fund. They will, however, conduct evaluations of programs other
than their traditional research programs – such as training programs, interdisciplinary
programs, and centers. Many agencies have some kind of periodic review of their programs –
either annual meetings where researchers present to each other and to stakeholders, or
reviews by an advisory committee.

COORDINATION OF R&D ACROSS U.S. FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

ORIGINS OF THE COORDINATION ISSUE
As we have illustrated in the first main section of this report, in the United States a substantial
number of Federal government departments and agencies provide financial support for and/or
conduct research and development. Furthermore, each of these departments and agencies is
responsive to one or more committees of Congress in both Houses, which means that a
substantial number of committees are responsible for setting policy for and providing financial
resources to the diverse agencies. This situation is not the result of any sort of rational
planning process. Rather, it has resulted from the dynamics of government development and
growth in response to national needs, crises, and opportunities over more than two centuries.
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A variety of problems have arisen with the distributed nature of Federal support for R&D.
Perhaps the most obvious is that it almost guarantees that there will be duplication and overlap
among similar themes and programs across different departments and agencies, which can be
wasteful unless the diverse departments decide to work together to avoid duplication. 43
In addition, to the extent that departments and agencies assume similar responsibilities in R&D,
there can be uncertainty and hesitancy in determining which entity should take the initiative or
be “in charge” of addressing a newly emerging concern of government. One department may
hesitate to act rapidly if it has concern that another department might feel threatened by such
action.
Moreover, tacking large complex societal problems such as public health, climate change,
oceanic pollution, or the causes and treatments for mental disorders may require mobilizing
the resources of two or several departments simultaneously.
In all three of these circumstances—overlap, uncertainty, and complexity—the distributed
nature of US R&D support institutions creates a strong need for coordination among the
departments and agencies.
The next section discusses some of the mechanisms the United States uses to address the
challenges of coordination in general, and the section following that provides some details on
specific congressionally mandated coordinated programs.
FORMAL FEDERAL R&D COORDINATION MECHANISMS
Since the late 1950s, the United States government has tried a number of mechanisms for
coordinating its vast and complex array of R&D support programs. In fact, the coordination
issue was recognized as early as the 1880s when a national commission advocated for
combining the disparate Federal science agencies into a single federal science department.
While the Federal R&D effort at that time was miniscule compared with what it is today, the
complexity of such integration was already too great for combination to be feasible.44

43

It should be noted that wise R&D strategy can sometimes (especially under conditions of high uncertainty) entail
deliberate pursuit of more than one approach to solving a particular problem as a way to increase the probability
of success, so having overlapping programs is not necessarily wasteful.
44

A key factor inhibiting such consolidation into one or a few large science-related departments is that each
agency and department that supports R&D needs to be able to ensure that the R&D that is important to that
department is carried out in close coordination with the other non-R&D functions of that department as it pursues
its overall mission, whatever that might be.
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Nonetheless, the notion of establishing a single “department of science and technology” (or
similar name) has arisen repeatedly in deliberations over making the Federal government more
streamlined or efficient. The needs—and the power—of individual departments, agencies, and
their congressional overseers has managed to block serious consideration of such initiatives.
Despite the fact that a single department of science has not been embraced, the needs for
coordination have remained strong. In the period following the end of World War II, the
number and size of Federal R&D agencies grew quite rapidly, and the importance of vigorous
R&D support to meeting diverse national goals was widely endorsed as a key strategic focus of
US Federal policy in many, many arenas. It was only natural that the need for coordinated
decision making and program implementation likewise grew.
Two somewhat different but complementary approaches to R&D coordination have been
followed, although the exact form of that coordination has taken on different appearances.
The first approach has been for the President of the United States to appoint a high-level
scientist to serve as his special advisor on science and technology matters and to assign to that
person, and the office he heads, the task of ensuring a degree of coordination among the
departments and agencies. The second approach has been for the President to appoint a highlevel committee consisting of the Cabinet secretaries and agency administrators with
responsibilities for R&D to serve as a formal coordinating body, typically assisted by sub-bodies
assigned to coordinate R&D activities in, for example, specific areas of science or technology of
common interest to several agencies or around specific problems requiring the resources of
two or more agencies for their resolution.
The better known of these approaches has been the appointment of a “presidential science
advisor” who will both advise the President and his staff about the scientific and technical
aspects of policy decisions and take on the responsibility to organize the interagency
committees that are to carry out coordination in practice. Beginning with President Eisenhower
in the 1950s and continuing to the present time, Presidents have appointed such advisors. For
example, President Biden recently appointed Eric Lander to serve as both his science advisor
and as Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy. Lander, who has been a
member of the President’s cabinet, is expected to head the National Science and Technology
Council, the high-level body of top officials from R&D departments and agencies, although the
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precise form and role of that body remains to be determined in the new Biden
administration.4546
By virtue of its central role as preparer and keeper of the budget of the United States
government and as overseer of the management of the Federal departments and agencies, the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB) can also be key to coordination of those Federal units
in the area of R&D. OMB can insist that agencies cooperate in pursuit of important national
goals through controlling their budgets, and it can also encourage agencies to cooperate by
offering additional budget resources to agencies that agree to participate in R&D on topics that
OMB believes should be of top priority. Of course, OMB has no particular “beliefs” of its own,
so what it “believes” is usually what the President and his senior advisors have determined to
be of high importance.
Since the Clinton Administration, OSTP and OMB have worked together to encourage
departments and agencies to focus at least portions of their R&D activities in areas deemed to
be high priorities for the nation and/or for the President and to do so in a coordinated manner.
Annually, as budgets are being prepared for submission to OMB by the agencies, the Directors
of OMB and OSTP issue a formal memorandum to the heads of those agencies specifying the
areas they determine to be high priority. Some of those areas begin or later take on the form
of high-profile national R&D initiatives in topics such as high-performance computing and
communications, advanced manufacturing, biodefense, cybersecurity, nanotechnology,
advanced materials, global climate change, and so on.
In some cases, Congress has actually codified in statutory law the thematic areas of R&D
coordination that have arisen from initiatives in OSTP, the agencies or Congress itself. Three
such topical areas and their programs are discussed in the next section of this report.

45

Since the 1950s, U.S. Presidents have been served by an appointed body of mostly non-governmental experts
called in recent years the “President’s Council of Advisor on Science and Technology,” or PCAST. This body plays
only a secondary role in coordination of departmental and agency R&D activities.
46

These formal coordinating bodies and positions have been established largely by order of the various Presidents
pursuant to their general duties to make sure that the laws of the nation are faithfully and effectively executed. In
addition, from time-to-time Congress has weighed in to formalize such arrangements by law. Most prominently
this was done by the passage of the National Science and Technology Policy and Priorities Act of 1976. That act
formalized the creation of the Office of Science and Technology Policy as well as the position of its Director.
However, the position of “special assistant to the President for science and technology” (known more informally as
the “science advisor”) has not been codified in law. In every case, the Director and the Special Assistant have been
the same person, although their formal duties in each role differ in certain technical respects and are occasionally
in conflict.
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THREE CONGRESSIONALLY MANDATED AND COORDINATED INTERAGENCY R&D
PROGRAMS
NNI – THE NATIONAL NANOTECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE
The NNI was established by executive action under President Clinton in 2000 and codified in law
by the U.S. Congress in the 21st Century Nanotechnology Research and Development Act
passed in 2003. The NNI grew out of the recognition of the potential of nanotechnologies to
contribute to many and diverse areas of American life, such as medicine, national defense,
industrial technology, computing and telecommunications, and environmental quality. 47
In a sense, the use of the term “nanotechnology” represents a triumph of the promotion and
marketing of a concept as the foundation for expanded national investments in certain areas of
R&D. That concept is, essentially, that phenomena at very small scales can be harnessed by
means of advanced technology in pursuit of practical goals. The phenomena in question range
widely over such fields as solid-state chemistry and physics, materials science and engineering,
chemical catalysis, microbiology, polymer and colloid chemistry, and many others. The
research tools and applied technologies of nanotechnologies incorporate many different
phenomena and are realized in highly diverse industrial sectors.
Conceptualization of “nanotechnology” as a field of inquiry was triggered by developments in
several disparate fields in the 1980s and 1990s, although the roots of nanotechnology concepts
go back much earlier.48 One important driver of nanotechnology was the evolutionary
development of semiconductor chips that made use of ever-smaller features and elements—as
chip elements became ever smaller in pursuit of higher density and speed, the state of the art
of a wide array of technologies was challenged as never before. Raw materials, coatings and
solvents of extraordinary purity were required; manufacturing facilities had to be made to very

47

In January 2001, the present authors (Cheney, Hill, and Windham), along with George R. Heaton, Jr. and Tatsujiro
Suzuki, co-authored a report for the New York City office of JETRO entitled, “Public Policies and the Emergence of
High-Technology Sectors.” The report includes two case studies, one of which addressed the then-new initiative in
nanotechnology, which presaged much of what has since transpired. The Executive Summary of that report, in
both English and Japanese, is available on the TPI web site at: https://technopoli.net/2001execsum.pdf in English
and at: https://technopoli.net/2001Japanese.pdf in Japanese. A printed copy of the full report is available upon
request to the authors.
48

On December 29, 1959, the Nobel-Prize-winning physicist, Richard Feynman, gave a lecture at an annual meeting
of the American Physical Society entitled “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom.” In this lecture, he encouraged
scientists to examine the possibilities for making useful technologies by exploring and exploiting very small-scale
phenomena. This talk is widely acknowledged as the origin of what later became known as nanotechnology.
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precise tolerances; and the working environment was required to be free of even very small
contaminants. A related driver was the development of devices capable of manipulating
individual atoms and molecules, such as the atomic force microscope. Likewise, the application
of the techniques of chip manufacturing such as photolithography to fabricate ultra-small
machines suggested the possibility of making “micro-electro-mechanical systems” (or MEMS)
machines that could do useful work, for example at the level of individual human cells. And,
around the same time, research on molecular self-assembly had demonstrated the possibility of
developing liquid-state methods for creating massive numbers of custom compounds through
highly-focused self-assembly methods that took advantage of detailed atomic-scale knowledge
of self-assembly.
The concept of establishing a coordinated interagency program in nanotechnology grew out of
discussions hosted at the National Science Foundation by the engineer, Mihael C. Roco, who
actively promoted the idea of an interagency activity in 1998 and 1999. 49 Several academic
researchers and other government R&D officers participated in those discussions, which were
encouraged by staff of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy and led directly
to the creation of NNI in 2000 under President Clinton and to the legislation formalizing NNI
under President G.W. Bush in 2003.
By many measures, the NNI has been a booming success. Now, more than two decades after
its founding, the NNI incorporates a substantial core staff, numerous working groups and
committees of Federal staff scientists, a permanent subcommittee of the National Science and
Technology Council in the White House, a combined annual R&D budget of on the order $2
billion, and a well-established place on the short list of major interagency R&D initiatives
deemed to be a success. In the intervening two decades, funding for nanotech R&D has waxed
and waned, and the statutory funding authorizations under the 21 st Century Nanotech R&D Act
have long since expired. Nonetheless, the NNI continues to coordinate agency and
departmental activities in support of nanotechnology and to prepare periodic strategic plans
and guidelines and to engage in or commission periodic evaluations of its contributions.
Much more can be discovered about the organization and activities of the NNI on its dedicated
web site at nano.gov. From a public policy perspective, an especially rich, but somewhat dated,
overview of the NNI prepared in 2016 by John Sargent at the Congressional Research Service is

49

https://nsf.gov/staff/staff_bio.jsp?lan=mroco
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available through the nano.gov site by redirection to a web site hosted by a non-profit
organization, the Federation of American Scientists.50
NITRD – THE NETWORKING AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
“The Networking and Information Technology Research and Development (NITRD)
Program is the Nation’s primary source of federally funded research and development
(R&D) in advanced information technologies (IT) in computing, networking, and
software. NITRD is among the oldest and largest of formal Federal programs that
coordinate the activities of multiple agencies to tackle multidisciplinary, multitechnology, and multisector R&D needs. The 23 NITRD member agencies now invest
approximately $6.5 billion annually in R&D programs that identify, develop, and
transition to practical use the advanced networking and IT capabilities needed by the
Federal Government and the Nation.”51
NITRD represents an evolution from an earlier interagency High Performance Computing and
Communication Program (HPCC) that was first chartered by Congress in 1991.52
By contrast with the NII, which was promoted heavily by technical staff in several Federal
agencies, the NITRD can be seen as the result of an initiative taken by a key member of
Congress, then-Senator Albert H. Gore, who later served as Vice President of the United States.
Senator Gore and his staff were, of course, in communication with concerned staff members
from such agencies as DARPA, NSF, and the Department of Commerce about how best to take
advantage of the emerging Internet, but it was Gore and his staff who ensured that the HPCC
would be well-based in legislation.
It is also important to note that the HPCC took root during the administration of President
G.H.W. Bush (1989-1993) and under the supervision of his Director of OSTP, D. Allan Bromley.

50

See: “Nanotechnology: A Policy Primer,” John F. Sargent Jr., Congressional Research Service, September 15,
2016. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL34511.pdf
51

52

Source: https://www.nitrd.gov/about/index.aspx

The same report for JETRO by the present authors and their colleagues discussed above under the NII provides
deeper historical insights into the origins of the interagency HPCC and its successors than is offered on the NITRD
web site. This part of our report is Section 3 which addresses development of policy to encourage the Internet.
Our report demonstrated that the NITRD and HPCC before it resulted from Federal government interest in
encouraging the development and use of the capabilities of the Internet, which was then relatively new. This
section of our 2001 report can be accessed on-line or in print as detailed in the footnote to it in the NII section.
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President Bush and Dr. Bromley pioneered the systematic use of “Presidential initiatives” to
shape and focus Federal R&D funding through organized interagency appeals to Congress under
the banner of high-profile White-House sponsorship.
The NITRD web site includes a superb summary and background on NITRD. 53 Information can
be found there on NITRD’s objectives, history, funding levels, membership, organization,
leadership and evaluation.

USGCRP – THE U.S. GLOBAL CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM
The U.S. Global Change Research Program, or USGCRP, is another multi-agency science and
technology initiative that first appeared as a Presidential Initiative under President G.H.W. Bush
and his OSTP Director D. Allan Bromley. According to the USGCRP web site:
“USGCRP was established by Presidential Initiative in 1989 and mandated by Congress in
the Global Change Research Act (GCRA) of 1990 to develop and coordinate ‘a
comprehensive and integrated United States research program which will assist the
Nation and the world to understand, assess, predict, and respond to human-induced
and natural processes of global change’”54
An integrated program of R&D across several Federal agencies was needed at the time because
the nature of the climate change research activities then underway often required the active
operational cooperation of several agencies. For example, climate change research supported
or conducted by NSF and the U.S. Geological Survey requires the use of geographic information
that is best acquired by satellite or high-altitude aircraft imaging, but such image gathering is
the responsibility of NASA. Likewise, resource and environmental agencies such as the
Department of Energy, the Department of Interior, the Department of Agriculture, the Army
Corps of Engineers, and EPA need specialized access to this kind of geographic information,
often analyzed in ways that are unique to their missions. NSF and DOE were developing critical
computational models for simulating climate changes at global scale, and DOE owned
computational resources sufficient robust to run such models efficiently. Without sustained
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See: https://www.nitrd.gov/about/index.aspx

Source: https://www.globalchange.gov/about (it is necessary to click on “Legal Mandate” to locate this quoted
material.)
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interagency collaboration sustained and encouraged at the highest levels of the Federal
government, this kind of research effort is quite challenging within the U.S. R&D budgeting,
management and congressional oversight systems.
The background on the USGCRP would not be complete without mentioning the highly
politicized context in which it arose. By the late 1980s, the reality of large-scale climate change
attributable to human activity had been widely accepted in the scientific community in the
United States. However, intense controversy raged about what, if anything could or should be
done about such change or, more controversially, whether anything could be done to prevent
it. Many voices in the general public, in Congress, and, more quietly, in the Bush Administration
were calling for regulatory or economic policy interventions such as imposing taxes or
limitations on fossil fuel use in hopes of limiting Green House Gas emissions and thus
forestalling anticipated climate change. Many other voices, especially those of the politically
powerful fossil fuel producing and using industries, were opposed to any such policy
interventions. Advocates for such change anticipated a combination of regulatory action and
additional R&D support to address the climate change challenge.
The Bush Administration found themselves caught between demands for action on climate
change on the one hand, while being pressed not to take any such actions so as to protect key
industrial interests on the other hand. In the context of this unbreachable gulf of interests, the
concept of a Global Climate Change program built around (only) a large and dynamic R&D
program offered something to both sides of the policy disagreement. Proponents of action on
climate change could draw some positive value from an effort to learn more, even if real action
was thereby postponed, while opponents of climate change action could point to their
endorsement of a research program as progress toward resolution of the ultimate problem
while not actually having to bear the cost of immediate regulatory action that others had hoped
for. As a result, both proponents and opponents of climate change action in the
Administration, in Congress and in the public could and did endorse a climate change research
program.
Meanwhile, action to address climate change remains highly controversial in the United States.
President Trump took a number of actions to roll back climate change actions that had been
taken by his predecessors, especially President Obama. Now, newly-elected President Biden
has already taken steps to reverse President Trump’s roll-backs and to propose significant
additional regulatory and fiscal actions to contain climate change. Meanwhile, the USGCRP
continues unabated.
This case study of the USGCRP nicely illustrates how a large and highly visible R&D program to
address a problem area sometimes offers policymakers an alternative to taking vigorous action
to address a problem head on. This is not a unique situation in U.S. policy making. Calling for a
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new R&D program to learn more about a problem is a common tactic to avoid taking
immediate, expensive, and potentially unpopular action to solve that same problem.
Furthermore, who can complain? It is almost always valuable to learn more about a problem,
even if that means putting off needed action.

SOME RECENT U.S. R&D POLICY RESPONSES TO NEW EMERGING ISSUES
HIGH-RISK RESEARCH
INTRODUCTION
An enduring critique of the U.S. system for Federal support of R&D and that it is unable to take
risks, especially high risks that offer the possibility of high returns. The argument against the
U.S. system is that the combination of open competition for project-based funding, decisionmaking via peer or other forms of merit review, and excessive demands for accountability
works to discourage Federal decision-makers from investing in risky projects. Contributing to
this aversion to risky R&D projects, especially in academia, is that many non-tenured faculty
members prefer to undertake R&D projects whose outcomes are relatively certain so that they
can be assured of having published results to demonstrate to tenure committees before the
end of their 6-year probationary period.
It should be noted that this critique endures despite the manifest evidence that researchers in
the United States have been responsible for an outsized share of radical new discoveries in a
wide array of fields from particle physics to sociology. Nonetheless, this critique has stimulated
quite a few attempts to set up R&D programs that are able, by virtue of their design, to take a
riskier approach to funding decisions. We review a few such programs here.
SOURCES OF R&D RISK
R&D funding decisions can be risky for several reasons. One is that the level of unknowable
uncertainty may be high; that is, researchers may have no clear idea at the outset about how to
approach a problem or what the outcome might be.
A second is that the researcher or research team may be untested or inexperienced. Young
and/or new researchers will not have had the opportunity to demonstrate that they can
conceptualize, plan, execute and report on a research project, whereas the achievements of
more experienced researchers can be more readily assessed in advance.
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A third is that, while the methods may be well understood, the particular outcome may not be
easily anticipated, so it is not known whether the work is “worth” doing at all. This kind of
situation existed early in the emergency search for vaccines against the COVID 19 corona virus,
where some scientists were using some well-understood methods to develop vaccine
candidates but had no idea whether the results would be effective even if they were
obtainable. In this same arena, other researchers tried quite new approaches to vaccine
development, which added the additional risk to the decision; that is, it was by no means clear
that they could obtain a workable vaccine, let alone whether it would be effective.
Another kind of risk arises when the proposed research is to be conducted outside the
established paradigm for doing Kuhnian “normal science” in the area.55 In such cases, peer
review or other kinds of expert panels may “know” that the project can’t or won’t work out, yet
the proponents may think they have reason to expect important ground-breaking results. How
are Federal officials to decide? Should they ignore the considered judgment of experts and
fund the project anyway, in the faint hope that important results will appear, or should they act
more prudently and deny support to a proposed project that experts “know” won’t work?
There is a risk either way. From the careerist perspective of a Federal R&D agency decision
maker, it is easier to fund what the “experts” approve and deny funding to someone who
promise novel but unproven approaches.
EXPERIMENTS IN FUNDING RISKY R&D
From time to time, Federal R&D agencies and departments experiment with new ways to fund
high-risk research. Here are a few examples:
The defense R&D agency, DARPA, is often said to be especially good at identifying and funding
high-risk projects; that is, projects for which the probability of a good outcome is hard to judge
in advance.56 As described earlier, DARPA situates the responsibility for conceiving of new R&D
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Kuhn, Thomas, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 1962. In this book, which has been reprinted many times,
scientist and philosopher, Thomas Kuhn, argued that scientific research tends to proceed along relatively well
established lines unless and until a point is reached at which the existing way of doing science fails to account for
important observations. The work done during a period of stability in the nature of the questions asked within a
field of inquiry was called by Kuhn, “normal science.” Breakthroughs often occur when a community of normal
science is replaced by radically new and different array of questions that lead eventually to a new period of normal
science. Each such period of normal science is characterized by its unique “paradigm.”
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TPI and some of its partners have written extensively on how DARPA works. See, for example: “DARPA’S
PROCESSES FOR CREATING NEW PROGRAMS,” A Report to NEDO by David W. Cheney and Richard Van Atta, March
2016 (Revised May 2016), Technology Policy International, LLC
http://technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/TPI_DARPA_Report.16690227.pdf Also see: “PERSONNEL
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projects, locating and recruiting appropriate performers, and overseeing and evaluating their
performance in carefully selected and trained members of the science and engineering
community who have demonstrated exceptional skills. These persons are known at DARPA as
“program managers.” Many, but not all of them, have high reputations for having nurtured
entirely new fields of research and technology. The “DARPA model” is exceedingly difficult to
emulate; in the U.S. the Advanced Research Projects Agency-Energy, known as “ARPA-E” comes
closest to modeling DARPA, but it, too, is missing certain key elements of DARPA’s success. 57
At NSF and in some other agencies and departments, program officers who ordinarily distribute
funding at the recommendation of peer reviewers, have been given small budgets to make
“discretionary” grants of limited amounts to research projects and/or researchers who have
ideas for projects that are unlikely to survive in the highly competitive and risk-averse peerreview culture of regular grant making. From 1990 through 2006, NSF operated a “Small
Grants for Exploratory Research” or “SGER” program. This program was intended to support
risky research projects that might not survive the standard NSF review process, but which were
judged by the program officer to have a high potential for making significant advances. Grants
were limited in duration and size. In 2013, analysts at SRI International carried out a thorough
review of the program which found that an unexpectedly high proportion of the grants did
make important advances in science.58 On the other hand, they found that program officers
typically did not spend nearly all of the funds that were available to them on such grants. It is
not clear whether investigators did not apply for funds or program manager were, themselves,
overly conservative in making SGER grants. After the expiration of the SGER program, NSF
replaced it with two new programs, one to support high risk research and the other to make
grants rapidly when unexpected developments presented unique needs or opportunities to
conduct important research. The newer high risk support program, EAGER, or “Early-Concept

SYSTEMS OF DARPA AND ARPA-E,” A Report to NEDO by David W. Cheney, Christopher T. Hill, and Patrick H.
Windham, March 2019, Technology Policy International, LLC
http://technopoli.net/yahoo_site_admin1/assets/docs/Personnel_Systems_of_DARPA_and_ARPAE.131103620.pdf
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“Personnel Systems…”, op. cit., pp. 21-24. For example, ARPA-E lacks tight coupling to the ultimate
customer/user for the results of the research it funds, and ARPA-E does not have the flexibility that DARPA enjoys
to employ a wide array of contractual relationships with its research performers.
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Wagner, Caroline S. and Jeffrey Alexander, “Evaluating Transformative Research Programmes: A Case Study of
the NSF Small Grants for Exploratory Research Programme,” Research Policy, 22 (2013) pp. 187-197.
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Grants for Exploratory Research,” continues in use today as one of a suite of programs at NSF
that seek to fund transformative research.59
Another successful and widely-used approach to supporting areas in which the technical
uncertainty and risk are high is to fund multiple investigators or multiple teams to work on the
same problem while deliberately choosing those performers who propose entirely distinct
approaches. Such duplication of effort, while it may appear wasteful to those not involved in
R&D, may be more effective in achieving high-risk results than it would be to “get everyone to
work together” on the same team.
Yet another approach to high-risk areas is for the agency that seeks a particular R&D result to
give up both control over who does what and over funding decisions. Instead, agencies may
advertise that they are in search of certain results and that they are willing to give financial
rewards to researchers who achieve those results and usually do so first or most effectively.
This approach is usually known as the “prize” approach to R&D support.60 The awarding of
prizes for outcomes is usually most appropriate in conditions in which the prize-awarding
agency can specify the desired outcome relatively well in advance, including the criteria that a
winning outcome must fulfill. Conversely, prizes are generally thought to be less appropriate as
a mechanism for encouraging basic research and/or fundamental inquiry to develop the
foundations of a field of science or engineering.61
Typically, anyone can enter such contests, usually by simply notifying the sponsor that it
intends to do so and by fulfilling the rules of the specific contest. The costs of doing the
research is displaced from the sponsoring agency to the performers or to external investors
who will put up the money to pay for the research in hopes of sharing in the Federal prize
and/or the proceeds that may arise from sales of the winning technology in the future. The
prizes are usually paid for from the Federal agency’s funds. The number of R&D performers
may be limited only by the number of people who have good ideas and the capacity to get
them funded. Agencies can then “sit back and wait” for the winning outcome to appear.
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https://www.nsf.gov/about/transformative_research/submit.jsp
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There is an extensive literature on innovation inducement prizes. See, for example, Heidi L. Williams,
“Innovation Inducement Prizes: Connecting Research to Policy,” Journal of Policy Analysis and Management, 31 (3)
June 2012, DOI: 10.2307/41653827. Williams includes an extensive history and bibliography.
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“Innovation Inducement Prizes at the National Science Foundation,” Committee on the Design of an NSF
Inducement Prize, Board on Science, Technology and Economic Policy, National Research Council, 2007, 72 pages.
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/11816/innovation-inducement-prizes-at-the-national-science-foundation
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Nearly 1,000 such prizes have been offered by more than 100 U.S. Federal agencies during the
past decade. 62 Most of them have been of relatively limited size and scope, with prizes in the
range of a few thousand to a few million dollars.63 For some, there is no cash prize; instead, the
contest winners receive the benefits of public exposure through the agency’s contest
promotion. Currently open contests and an archive of previous contests appears on the web
site, challenge.gov. As of this writing, one can find on that site a NASA challenge called “Watts
on the Moon,” which seeks ideas for how NASA can manage energy resources in its activities on
the Moon.64 Multiple prizes are on offer, totaling as much as five million dollars.
CONVERGENCE RESEARCH
Convergence research refers to the idea that solving a problem or taking advantage of a new
opportunity through research may require participation in the research by diverse persons,
each of whom is expert in a different field, discipline or branch of research and learning. This
concept has proven especially popular in the National Science Foundation, whose staff have
published extensively on it, which has offered research programs employing convergence
concepts, and which has participated in or supported studies of the concept by the National
Academies and others. Much of this work at and by NSF has been summarized in publications
and program information available on the NSF web site at:
https://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/convergence//
NSF goes to considerable lengths to make intellectual distinctions among “convergence
research,” “multidisciplinary research,” “interdisciplinary research”, and “transdisciplinary
research.” The various examples and illustrations of “convergence” research offered on the NSF
web site could just as well, in the judgment of TPI, be characterized as “interdisciplinary”
research. There is a sense in which NSF seems to view “convergence” research as
“interdisciplinary research done well,” as it focuses its inquires around, not the nature of the
research so much as the preparation of the participants to conduct such work effectively. It
also offers as “exemplars” of convergence research various NSF programs that have more
usually been thought of as being multidisciplinary, such as NSF’s own Science and Technology
Centers, synthetic biology, nanotechnology, and various specific initiatives intended to solve
various practical problems with research.
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https://www.challenge.gov/about/
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https://www.challenge.gov/challenge/watts-on-the-moon-phase-1/
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It is worth pointing out that nearly every applied research laboratory that exists within industry
or with government mission agencies such as the Department of Energy, NASA or the EPA is
necessarily focused on interdisciplinary research. Staff are hired from many disciplines to work
together to solve problems, make innovations, or improve existing technologies. Working at
points of convergence is common in the ordinary conduct of their R&D operations across the
board.
So far as we are able to judge and determine, therefore, the rhetoric of “convergence research”
adds little or nothing to what has already been done under other rubrics such as
interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, or problem-oriented research. The fact that NSF is funding
projects under this label of “convergence research” may create a few additional opportunities
for teams to find sources of financial assistance, and it may even provide rhetorical and
ideological protection for activities at an agency, NSF, that perennially insists it only funds basic
research while, in fact, it routinely supports projects intended to apply knowledge to solve
problems in many areas.
PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN R&D
The concept of “public-private” partnerships is well engrained in American governance at all
levels and in many domains. The basic idea is that a government agency enters into a binding
agreement or contract with a private sector entity (such as a company or a non-profit
organization) for the purpose of carrying out a project or function of mutual interest. The
notion of “partnership” is important here—an ordinary contract by a private entity to carry out
a project defined by and paid for by the government is not a “public-private partnership.” A
true public-private partnership involves both entities in planning, executing, managing, and
funding the joint activity.
Ordinary research grants to universities from the government do not constitute true “publicprivate partnerships” because the two entities play quite different roles in the R&D process and
each has its own goals which may differ sharply in seeing that the R&D gets done. Likewise, a
government contract to a company to carry out a program of research defined by the
government client does not constitute a public-private partnership. Once again, a true publicprivate partnership involves both entities in planning, executing, managing, and funding the
joint endeavor.
An interesting example of a private public partnership can be found in the Cooperative
Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) entered into by companies and Federal
laboratories under the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986. CRADAs are legal agreements
between a company and a Federal laboratory that commits them to work together on a
research project of interest to them both. Each party pays the expenses that it generates. Both
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parties own any resulting intellectual property, and the Federal government may enter into a
license with the company to make its share of the intellectual property available to the
company. Resulting intellectual property may be kept confidential between the government
and the company for a set period of time.
A different sort of public-private partnership can be seen in the relationships between the
Federal government, companies, and higher education institutions in the NSF Engineering
Research Centers Program.65 NSF awards ERC grants to universities using a competitive process
that takes into account the subject matter of the center, the institutional commitment of
complementary resources, the quality of the proposed investigators, the level of participation
in the center’s work promised by its industrial partners, and other factors. The ERC, which is
based at a university, must recruit industrial partners who will contribute to the financial
support of the center, participate in its governance including setting its research agenda, and
participate in its substantive research activities. Clearly, the company partners must have a
significant interest in the outcome of the Center’s research; the relationship is neither a gift or
grant relationship, nor is the university doing contract research at the direction of the company.
Disposition of any resulting intellectual property must be worked out in advance in the center
partnership agreement with the companies. The company agreements are with the university,
not the government, while the university has agreements with both the companies and the
government.
When they are successful public-private partnerships in R&D should enable each party to
benefit more from its own investment than it would if it were doing and/or paying for all of the
work itself.
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https://www.nsf.gov/funding/pgm_summ.jsp?pims_id=505599&org=EEC&from=home
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APPENDIX. SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON R&D AGENCIES AND
BUDGETS
There are several main sources for information about the programs and budget of U.S. Federal
government agencies. These include:


Annual presidential budget requests. Each year, OMB publishes a set of volumes
that summarize the president’s budget request for the next fiscal year. One such
volume, called Analytical Perspectives, always contains a chapter that summarizes
the president’s request for R&D funding. In addition, each federal department and
agency publishes books that summarize its part of the president’s request.



AAAS budget summaries. The American Association for the Advancement of
Science, a private professional association of scientists and engineers, provides
excellent summaries of both presidential budget requests and Congressional
decisions about annual budgets. See: https://www.aaas.org/focus-areas/federalscience-budget-analysis.



NSF statistics. NSF’s National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics
(https://www.nsf.gov/statistics/) collects and publishes detailed data on federal
and non-federal R&D budgets and spending. The Center’s reports are an important
source of information. Their most comprehensive document is Science and
Engineering Indicators, which the Center publishes every two years.

